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Preamble. The aim of this manifesto is to introduce you to the Seldonian worldview -especially to our book, entitled Dialectical Ideography, and to the mission of Foundation
Encyclopedia Dialectica [F.E.D.].

But why do we believe that any of this should be of any interest to you?

That question, we can answer.

This manifesto is our answer.

As to whether or not this material is in fact of interest to you, only you can judge.

Dialectical Ideography is the title of our treatise about, especially, the first dialectical
algebraic logic, a dialectical, non-standard "Natural"-Numbers’ arithmetic, with a contraBoolean algebra [an heuristic, intensional-intuitional calculus for the catalysis of conceptual
discovery and theory-formation in the natural, including the social, sciences], one which features
a ‘pre-constructive’, “predictive” procedure that we term ‘‘‘Solving for the Successor System’’’.
The mission of F.E.D. is to help the Terran human «species» to avert the renewed, global, and,
this time, likely final Dark Age that threatens Terran humanity, this time, with total extinction:
not just with horrific local “genocides”, but with a global ‘humanocide’, culminating in the
[‘‘‘psychohistorically’’’ foreseeable] historical emergenc[e][y], historical convergence, and
‘historical singularity’, for planet Earth, of the three ideologies of the descendant-phase,
degenerate rulers of the ‘capitals-system’: ‘capitalist anti-capitalism’, ‘human antihumanism’, and capitalist ruling class ‘anti-Marxian Marxianism’, as captured in ‘‘‘The
Psychohistorical-Dialectical Equations’’’ of dialectical ideography.

All of our efforts, our very lives, are dedicated to discovering means to overcome the gathering
undertow of that new Dark Age, and to applying those means, nonviolently but effectively, in
accord with ‘The Seldonian Imperative’, the ethical imperative to act so as to help avert, if
possible, the collective agony of foreseeable future catastrophes of contracted human-social
reproduction, or, if too late to completely avert said catastrophes, to act so as to help reduce both
their severity and their duration.

Nonviolence is a key to the effectiveness of efforts for social betterment, because violence
corrupts its initiators, converting them, even if their violence is “successful” in overthrowing the
violent tyranny that they had opposed, into but the new incumbents of the very evil that they had
intended to overthrow -- reinstating that evil through them, as them -- and thus resulting, for
them, and for humanity as a whole, in a defeat which could not be more complete.
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